Greece/Persia:

1. Name the accomplishments of the following Persian rulers:
   a. Cyrus - Founder, Freed Hebrew Slaves
   b. Darius - Built Persepolis, Royal Road, Money System, Created Satraps

2. How was the Persian Royal Road used? Trade, Courier Service

3. What was a satrap? Regional Ruler of Persian Empire

4. Who fought the Persian Wars? Who won? How did this impact Greece? Persia vs. Greece; Greece wins! Leads to Golden Age in Art, Philosophy!

5. What are the differences between Spartan life and values and Athenian life and values? Spartan Life revolves around their military. Boys @ age 6 enter the military. Girls learn from mothers, emphasis on athletics. Athenian life revolves around

6. How did the Geography of Greece impact its development? Mountains keep Greeks from unifying, Warm Climate meant lots of outdoor activities, Access to Sea influenced


8. What is Aristotle known for? Tutor to Alexander the Great; wrote about politics

9. Define the following types of government:
   a. Democracy Rule by the People
   b. Oligarchy Rule by a Few
   c. Monarchy Single Ruler in which power is inherited

Rome:

10. Define the following:
    a. Triumvirate - 3 Consuls Rule as Equals
    b. Aqueducts - Carried water from the countryside into the city
    c. Pax Romana - Era of Peace & Prosperity that began with the reign of Augustus

11. What were the two social classes in the Roman Republic? What role did they each play in the Roman government? Plebeian - Commoners - Assembly
    Patrician - Landowners - Senate

12. How did Julius Caesar attempt to reform the Roman Republic? * Julian Calendar
    * Extending Citizenship to non-Romans

13. What factors contributed to the fall of the Western Roman Empire? * Plague * Political Instability
    * Barbarian Invasions * Inflation * Corruption
    * Mercenaries Moving * Natural Disasters * Capitalism * Christianity
    * Huns * Overspending
14. Name at least TWO reasons Christianity spread throughout the Roman Empire?
   • WORK OF PETER & PAUL TO SPREAD MESSAGE
   • RELIGION ACCEPTED ALL REGARDLESS OF RACE, GENDER, ETC.

15. What trade network connected the Roman Empire of the west to China in the East? SILK ROAD

16. What were the accomplishments of the Mauryan Empire?
   • SPREAD OF BUDDHISM UNDER ASOKA
   • SILK ROAD TRADE ESTABLISHED BY CHANDRA GUPTA II

17. What were the accomplishments of the Gupta Empire?
   • GOLDEN AGE OF MATH & SCIENCE
   • SILK ROAD TRADE ESTABLISHED BY CHANDRA GUPTA II

18. Which Mauryan emperor was known for converting to Buddhism and supporting its spread across his empire? ASOKA

19. Which Chinese dynasty was known for the construction of the Great Wall? QIN

20. Chinese dynasties claimed they ruled because they had a MANDATE of Heaven whereby the gods supported their rule.

21. Which Chinese dynasty expanded trade along the Silk Road where knew inventions like paper, silk, and the magnetic compass were traded? HAN

22. Which Chinese dynasty is known for its period of warring states that led to the development of Confucianism and Legalism? ZHOU

Religion Matching
Directions: Match the clues and terms with their corresponding religion or philosophy.


23. People should be ruled with strict discipline & harsh punishment.  B

24. Stressed the individual's ability to reach nirvana through meditation and spiritual devotion  E

25. Followers worship many gods including Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva.  D

26. The Silk Road trade carried this religion from India to China.  E

27. Philosophy that promotes relationships as the basis for promoting social order.  F

28. This religion supported India's caste system.  D

29. A dualistic religion practiced in the Persian Empire.  C

30. Its followers accept the Four Noble Truths and follow the Eightfold Path.  E

31. Apostle Paul spread this religion across the Mediterranean world; his letters become the New Testament.  B

32. The Vedas and Upanishads are the holy text of this religion.  D

33. Followers believe that one must live in balance and harmony with nature to have social order.  H